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a b s t r a c t

Recently, advances in Information Technologies (social networks, mobile applications, Internet of
Things, etc.) generate a deluge of digital data; but to convert these data into useful information for
business decisions is a growing challenge. Exploiting the massive amount of data through knowledge
discovery (KD) process includes identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and understandable patterns
from a huge volume of data. However, to prepare the data is a non-trivial refinement task that
requires technical expertise in methods and algorithms for data cleaning. Consequently, the use of
a suitable data analysis technique is a headache for inexpert users. To address these problems, we
propose a case-based reasoning system (CBR) to recommend data cleaning algorithms for classification
and regression tasks. In our approach, we represent the problem space by the meta-features of the
dataset, its attributes, and the target variable. The solution space contains the algorithms of data
cleaning used for each dataset. We represent the cases through a Data Cleaning Ontology. The case
retrieval mechanism is composed of a filter and similarity phases. In the first phase, we defined two
filter approaches based on clustering and quartile analysis. These filters retrieve a reduced number of
relevant cases. The second phase computes a ranking of the retrieved cases by filter approaches, and
it scores a similarity between a new case and the retrieved cases. The retrieval mechanism proposed
was evaluated through a set of judges. The panel of judges scores the similarity between a query
case against all cases of the case-base (ground truth). The results of the retrieval mechanism reach an
average precision on judges ranking of 94.5% in top 3 (P@3), for top 7 (P@7) 84.55%, while in top 10
(P@10) 78.35%.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

The digital information era is an inevitable trend. Recently,2

advances in Information Technologies (social networks, mobile3

applications, Internet of Things, etc.) generate a deluge of digital4

data [1–3]. The massive amount of data is exploited by knowl-5

edge discovery (KD) process, which identifies valid, novel, poten-6

tially useful and understandable patterns from a huge volume of7

data [4,5]. Several knowledge discovery tools simplify data analy-8

sis and management. According to Gartner 2018 Magic Quadrant9

for Data Science and Machine Learning Platforms, KNIME [6],10

RapidMiner [7], SAS [8], Alteryx [9] and H20.ai [10] are the leader11

tools for knowledge discovery.12
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These KD tools provide different techniques, and they facilitate 13

the gathering, application, inspection, and evaluation of data anal- 14

ysis and their results. However, these KD tools lack guidance as to 15

which techniques can or should be used in which contexts [11]. 16

Consequently, the use of a suitable data analysis technique 17

becomes a headache for inexpert users. They are uncertain about 18

methods to be confidently used and often resort to trial and 19

error [11]. This problem occurs mainly in the data preparation 20

phase. It is commonly known that 50%–80% of data analysis time 21

is spent on pre-processing, also several data cleaning algorithms 22

are available and their performance can vary considerably [12]. 23

Additionally, the formulation of precise guidelines for the recom- 24

mendation of data cleaning techniques is often difficult or even 25

impossible [13,14]. Thus, the specialists rely on years of accu- 26

mulated tacit experience, although, sometimes the experience is 27

hard to express explicitly [15]. 28

Reuse of past experiences is a powerful and frequently ap- 29

plied way to solve common problems. Case-based reasoning is 30

a paradigm that uses knowledge acquired from past experiences 31

(also named cases) to solve a given problem [11,16,17]. The CBR 32
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Fig. 1. Hygeia: conceptual framework for data cleaning in knowledge discovery tasks. Fig. 1a contains information of data quality issues found in dataset. Tabs in
Fig. 1b correspond to data cleaning tasks; data cleaning process is depicted in the right side.
Source: [1]

cycle is divided into four main steps (4R), retrieve the most1

similar case, reuse the knowledge of the retrieved case to solve2

the problem, revise the proposed solution and retain the solution3

with aim to solve similar cases in the future [18,19]. Several4

works [20–30] proposed recommendation of learners through5

case-based reasoning systems, however these CBR works are not6

focused on recommending data cleaning algorithms for classifi-7

cation or regression tasks.8

In order to address the problem stated, we proposed a case-9

based reasoning (CBR) system to recommend the suitable data10

cleaning algorithms for classification and regression tasks. The11

rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the12

related works. Section 3 presents the proposed CBR. Section 413

provides the CBR results and Section 5 presents the conclusions14

and future works.15

2. Background16

In this section, we present related works about case-based17

reasoning systems for knowledge discovery tasks. In addition, we18

explain our previous works in order to highlight the contribution19

of proposed CBR.20

2.1. Case-based reasoning systems for knowledge discovery tasks21

From knowledge discovery tasks, several authors recommend22

data mining algorithms through case-based reasoning systems.23

The authors of [20,21] built a plug-in for IBM SPSS Modeler24

named CITRUS. Cases are represented by data mining workflows25

modeled in IBM SPSS. Based on data mining task descriptions,26

CITRUS loads the most similar case through hierarchical planner,27

which builds partial workflows from data mining operators.28

In [22] authors proposed an Algorithm Selection Tool (AST) to29

support the selection of classification and regression models. The30

case-base contains 80 cases composed of dataset meta-features.31

Also, AST defines filters based on user preferences, whether the32

produced model is interpretable true or false and training speed33

and testing time, fast or slow.34

The MiningMart project [25] aims at the reuse of successful35

preprocessing practices (discretization, handling of null values,36

aggregation of attributes into a new one, collection of sequences37

from time-stamped data) of data stored in SQL databases. Cases38

are described through an ontology with informal annotations, as39

the goals and constraints of each problem.40

Works presented in [26–29] propose an Ontology to store the41

expert rules of a CBR expressed in SWRL. Authors represent cases42

by a dataset of meta-features as number of examples, attributes43

and classes, mean kurtosis, mean skewness, etc. K-nearest neigh- 44

bor and arithmetic similarity functions were used as a retrieval 45

mechanism. The CBR system returns two scores: one based on 46

similarity and the other one based on user satisfaction. After 47

a case has been selected, the proposed system guides the user 48

through practices of five phases of CRISP-DM methodology (busi- 49

ness understanding, data preparation, modeling, and evaluation). 50

A similar approach [23] uses data mining ontologies combined 51

with the CRISP-DM methodology. It also uses the rules stored in 52

ontologies. Unfortunately, there are several missing details about 53

this approach. 54

Authors of [24] developed a data mining assistant to select 55

a classification model. The retrieval mechanism is based on k- 56

nearest neighbor. Unfortunately, this work lacks details on the 57

approach. 58

In [30] a CBR for data preparation in electronic diabetes 59

records was built. Experts in this work include the handling 60

of missing values, feature selection, feature weighing, outlier 61

detection, and normalization. The pre-processing is performed 62

sequentially on the raw case base data (60 cases) to produce 63

a new high-quality case base. At retrieval phase, authors use 64

K-nearest neighbor algorithm with the local–global approach. 65

Previous works are directly related to our proposal (recom- 66

mendation of data mining algorithms), however, the CBR for 67

knowledge discovery tasks are not focused on recommending the 68

suitable data cleaning algorithms for classification or regression 69

tasks. In Section 3 we propose a case-based reasoning to recom- 70

mend the suitable data cleaning methods for classification and 71

regression tasks. 72

2.2. Contribution of case-based reasoning to previous works 73

In this sub-section, we explain the contribution by proposed 74

CBR to previous works. In the past, we built a conceptual frame- 75

work and an ontology for analysis of data quality issues in clas- 76

sification and regression tasks. 77

The conceptual framework (named Hygeia) provides a guid- 78

ance to address data quality issues [1,31] as missing values, 79

outliers, mislabeled classes, imbalanced classes, duplicate in- 80

stances and high dimensionality. In order to prepare the datasets, 81

the conceptual framework follows a sequence of data cleaning 82

tasks (imputation, outliers detection, label correction, balanced 83

classes, remove duplicate instances and dimensionality reduc- 84

tion) as shown Fig. 1b. Each data cleaning tasks shows to the 85

users its respective approaches and methods (i.e., dimensionality 86

reduction lists the methods of three approaches: filter, wrapper 87

and embedded). The conceptual framework was developed in 88

NetBeans IDE 8.2 using Swing API forms. 89
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Fig. 2. CBR contribution to previous works.

In the other hand, data the cleaning ontology represents the1

knowledge of data quality issues and data cleaning algorithms2

for classification and regression tasks [31]. The ontology pro-3

vides information to conceptual framework of data quality issues,4

data cleaning approaches, and configuration parameters of data5

cleaning algorithms.6

In this sense, the proposed CBR contributes to conceptual7

framework and data cleaning ontology in order to advise the8

suitable data cleaning algorithm based on past experiences. CBR9

recommends the algorithm for each data cleaning task of the10

conceptual framework and it uses the ontology for case rep-11

resentation and recommendation of similar algorithms to the12

suggested. Fig. 2 depicts the CBR integration with previous works.13

3. CBR for data cleaning in classification and regression tasks14

The purpose of our case-based reasoning (CBR) system is to15

recommend data cleaning algorithms automatically to the data16

analyst aiming at preparing the data for classification and regres-17

sion tasks. Fig. 3 presents the CBR proposed.18

First, we explain the case-base construction based on meta-19

features of the dataset, followed by the retrieval phase where20

the most similar case to a new case is retrieved. Subsequently,21

considering a data cleaning ontology, in the reuse phase, we22

suggest similar solutions to the solution space found. In the23

retain phase, we consider three data quality dimensions for case24

retention (Accuracy, Completeness, and Validity).25

3.1. Case-base construction26

We defined a case as an ordered pair (ρ, µ(ρ)) in which ρ is27

a problem, and µ(ρ) is the solution associated to the problem.28

In our approach, we represent the problem space by dataset29

meta-features, attributes, and target variables.30

The problem space is described by dataset meta-features. Sev-31

eral works focused on meta-learning [32–39] have been defined32

dataset and attribute meta-features. Based on these works, we33

used twelve meta-features to describe the dataset and nine meta-34

features to represent each attribute of the dataset (numeric or35

nominal, respectively). Table 1 presents meta-features found in36

the meta-learning works.37

The meta-features missing values and correlation correspond38

to numeric and nominal attributes. Three meta-features are used39

for numeric attributes: candidate outliers, kurtosis and skew-40

ness. Concerning nominal attributes, three features are defined:41

Table 1
Meta-features used for representing problem space.
Problem space type Meta-feature Reference

Dataset Instances [32–36]
Dataset Attributes [32–36]
Dataset Data dimensionality [32–36]
Dataset Missing values ratio [35]
Dataset Duplicate instances ratio [39]
Dataset Mean absolute linear correlation [32–34]
Dataset Equivalent number of features [32–34]
Dataset Mean absolute skewness [32–34]
Dataset Mean absolute kurtosis [32–34]
Dataset Mean attribute entropy [32–34]
Dataset Mean mutual information [32–34]
Dataset Noise-signal ratio [32–34]
Attribute Missing values [35]
Attribute Correlation [32–34]
Attribute Candidate outliers [32–36]
Attribute Skewness [32–34,37]
Attribute Kurtosis [32–34,37]
Attribute Normalized entropy [32–34,37]
Attribute Mutual information [32–34,37]
Attribute Labels [35,38]
Attribute Imbalance ratio [38]

normalized entropy, mutual information and labels. Same at- 42

tribute meta-features are used for dependent variable (numerical 43

or nominal). Additionally, for nominal dependent variables, we 44

use the imbalance ratio to measure the classes distribution. 45

The solution space contains the algorithms used to clean each 46

dataset. We represent the cases through data cleaning ontology 47

explained in Section 2.2. Fig. 4 presents an example of case 48

representation through ontology. 49

In Fig. 4, we present an example of a case of Polish Companies 50

Bankruptcy dataset [40]. The dataset instances: 51

DS1_PolishCompaniesBankruptcy and attribute: DS1_att1, 52

DS1_att5 represent the case space problem, while Data Cleaning 53

Algorithm instances indicate the case solution (Local Outlier Fac- 54

tor, Smote, Sequential Backward Elimination, ListWise Deletion 55

and Bayesian linear regression). 56

In order to create case-base, we collected the datasets from 57

UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases [41] from the last 58

twenty years (1998–2018). We selected datasets for classifica- 59

tion and regression tasks, 36 cases for classification and 20 for 60

regression tasks, totaling 56 cases. 61

3.2. Case retrieval 62

We propose a case retrieval mechanism composed of a filter 63

and similarity phases. In the first phase, we defined two filter 64

approaches based on clustering and quartile. These filters retrieve 65

a reduced number of relevant cases. The second phase, computes 66

a ranking of recovered cases by filter approaches and generates 67

similarity scores between the new case and the retrieved cases. In 68

the second phase, we proposed two similarity mechanisms based 69

on meta-features of dataset and attributes. Fig. 5 presents the case 70

retrieval architecture. 71

3.2.1. Filter phase 72

This phase retrieves the relevant cases concerning the new 73

case. We proposed two filter methods: 74

Case clustering 75

The purpose of case clustering is to group cases into subsets 76

called clusters. Therefore, the similar cases are grouped in the 77

same cluster. Thus, given a new case Cq, this one is classified in a 78

Cluster Clusteri when it has a high degree of similarity in respect 79

to the case stored into Cluster Clusteri. We used k-means as a 80

cluster algorithm, a popular partition method widely used in the 81

data mining community [42,43]. 82
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Fig. 3. CBR for data cleaning in knowledge discovery tasks.

Fig. 4. Example of case representation through data cleaning ontology for the dataset of Polish companies bankruptcy. Gray square represents the class individuals
while white square depicts the classes. The solid line means a hierarchical relation and the dotted line indicates the data cleaning algorithms used in the dataset
and attributes.

We tested the space problems of the cases using k-means with1

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 clusters, for classification and regression cases.2

Figs. 6a and 6b present the cases distribution in the clusters.3

To classify a new case Cq in a specific cluster, we built a de-4

cision tree C4.5 and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) from Weka tool5

for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 clusters. We used the default experimental6

configuration of Weka to build these classifiers. As validation7

method, we used cross validation with 10 folds.8

In this case, we are interested in assessing the proportion9

of cases that belong correctly to a cluster. Thus, we used the10

True Positive (TP) Rate as performance measure. Figs. 7a and 7b 11

present the True Positive (TP) Rate for the obtained models. 12

We selected the models with the highest true positive (TP) 13

rate for classification and regression tasks (Figs. 7a and 7b). Sub- 14

sequently, we analyzed the variability of the observations within 15

each cluster through measure within-cluster sum of squares 16

(WCSS). Small sum of squares represents compact clusters while 17

clusters with large sum of squares exhibit greater variability of 18

the observations. 19

MLP with 6 and 2 clusters were the models with the highest 20

TP rate for classification tasks (99.8%). We selected MLP with 6 21
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Fig. 5. CBR for data cleaning in knowledge discovery tasks.

clusters due WCSS (11) is less than WCSS of MLP with 2 clusters1

(30.16). Concerning to regression tasks, C4.5 with 4 clusters and2

MLP with 2 clusters achieved the highest TP rate (95%). We3

selected C4.5 with 4 clusters due this model reached lowest WCSS4

(6.71) compared with MLP with 2 clusters (15.28).5

Case quartile6

Quartiles extract fundamental information about a variable7

distribution that complements other traditional metrics like the8

mean, mode, and standard deviation [44]. We apply the quartile9

analysis to the dataset features defined in Section 3.1. Fig. 8 shows10

an example of quartile analysis for 12 cases arranged by Missing11

values ratio, Mean absolute kurtosis and Mean attribute entropy.12

Thus, a new case Cq is classified in a quartile according to 13

values of the dataset features. In the example of Fig. 8, Cq is 14

classified in Q2 of Missing values ratio, Q1 of Mean absolute 15

kurtosis and Q3 of Mean attribute entropy. Finally, the cases C10, 16

C12, C2, C5, C6, C8, C4 of the quartiles Q2, Q1 and Q3 (omitting the 17

duplicate cases) are the most similar cases in respect to Cq. 18

Aiming at selecting the best filter mechanism to reduce the 19

search space, in Section 4, we present the analysis of the two fil- 20

ter approaches evaluation for classification and regression tasks, 21

respectively. 22

3.2.2. Similarity mechanisms 23

This phase computes a similarity ranking of the retrieved cases 24

by filter approaches. We proposed two similarity mechanisms, 25

the first one based on dataset meta-features, and the second one 26

on meta-features of dataset attributes. 27

Similarity based on dataset meta-features — Sim(ds), the 28

attribute-value representation of a case is defined as vector of 29

dataset meta-features (Section 3.1): Ci = [metFeat1,metFeat2, 30

. . . ,metFeatn] where i represents the ith case. Therefore, the 31

assessment of similarity between two cases Cq and Ct is given 32

by: 33

1. The similarity between values of attributes (local similari- 34

ties) illustrated in Eq. (1). 35

SimmetFeatj (Cq(metFeatj), Ct (metFeatj)) (1) 36

where Cq is the query case, Ct the target case, and j the jth 37

feature. 38

2. The global similarity between Cq and Ct cases shown in 39

Eq. (2). This measure consists of a sum of local similarity 40

Fig. 6. Cases distribution in the clusters.

Fig. 7. True positive rate of C4.5 and MLP for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 clusters.
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Fig. 8. Quartile analysis for missing values ratio, Mean absolute kurtosis and
mean attribute entropy. The gray cells correspond to quartiles where the new
case Cq is classified.

measures and assumes a limited value between 0 and 1.1

n∑
j=1

Wj ∗ SimmetFeatj (Cq(metFeatj), Ct (metFeatj)) (2)2

where Wj is the weight of the jth feature.3

The choice of similarity measures is mostly ad hoc and there is4

no principle behind it. Based on study of measures for attribute-5

value representations [45], we used the similarity measures:6

arithmetic, euclidean, canberra. Subsequently, we tested these7

measures and we selected the best similarity measure for each8

meta-feature.9

Concerning the dataset normalized features (missing values10

ratio, duplicate instances ratio, mean absolute linear correlation11

and mean attribute entropy), we use the weighted Euclidean12

measure [46] depicted in Eq. (3) as local similarity function:13

1 −

√ n∑
j=1

Wj ∗ (Cq(metFeatj) − Ct (metFeatj))2 (3)14

For the non-normalized features of the dataset with high dis-15

persion, as instances, attributes, data dimensionality and mean16

absolute skewness, the equivalent number of features and noise-17

signal ratio, we use the weighted Canberra similarity [47], due to18

the fact that this measure is sensitive to proportional differences19

and it allows to identify deviations from normal observations. The20

weighted Canberra is defined in Eq. (4).21

1 −

n∑
j=1

Wj ∗
|Cq(metFeatj) − Ct (metFeatj)|
|Cq(metFeatj)| + |Ct (metFeatj)|

(4)22

For the remaining non-normalized features (mean absolute23

kurtosis and mean mutual information), where the standard de-24

viations are low, we used the arithmetic summation-based simi-25

larity presented in Eq. (5).26

1 −

n∑
j=1

Wj ∗
|Cq(metFeatj) − Ct (metFeatj)|

Max(Ct (metFeatj)) − Min(Ct (metFeatj))
(5)27

where Max(Ct (metFeatj)) ̸= Min(Ct (metFeatj))28

The second approach named Similarity based on meta-features29

of dataset attributes — Sim(att), we built an attribute-value method30

based on attributes meta-features and the target variable of31

a dataset (Section 3.1). The attribute-value approach is repre-32

sented by a vector of dataset attributes and target variable Ci =33

[numAtt1, . . . , numAttn, nomAtt1, . . . , nomAttn, target]. In this34

Fig. 9. Attribute matching for Exact (a) and Plugin (b) categories. Rows represent
the dataset attributes of Cq , while the columns depict the dataset attributes of
Ct . Gray cells represent the highest similarity for each attribute of Cq respect to
Ct attributes.

one, the numeric attribute numAtt represents the set of fea- 35

tures: outliers, kurtosis, and skewness; while the attribute nomAtt 36

represents the features: entropy, mutual information, and labels. 37

Additionally, the numeric or nominal attributes share the fea- 38

tures: missing values and correlation. Also, the three features: 39

outliers, kurtosis, and skewness, together, represent a numeric 40

target variable; while nominal target variable is represented by 41

two features: entropy and labels. 42

This attribute-value approach was implemented using a Global 43

Similarity Function (GSF), it integrates the similarity measures 44

of numeric and nominal attributes, and the target variable given 45

by Eq. (6). 46

β1simNumAtt(Cq, Ct ) + β2simNomAtt(Cq, Ct ) + ρsimTarget(Cq, Ct )

(6) 47

where β1, β2, and ρ represents the weights of each similar- 48

ity function. Below, we explain how the similarity measures of 49

attributes and the target variable are calculated: 50

Similarity between attributes 51

First, we compared the number of numeric and nominal at- 52

tributes of Cq and Ct through attribute matching: 53

• Exact: the number of attributes (between numeric or nomi- 54

nal) of Cq is equal to the number of attributes of Ct (Fig. 9a). 55

• Plugin: the number of attributes (between numeric or nomi- 56

nal) of Cq is less than the number of attributes of Ct (Fig. 9b). 57

• Subsume: the number of attributes (between numeric or 58

nominal) of Cq is greater than the number of attributes of 59

Ct (Fig. 10). 60

Once the attribute matching was defined, we computed the 61

similarity for each attribute (between numeric or nominal) of 62

Cq against all attributes of Ct , then the results were stored in a 63

similarity matrix. Subsequently, we selected the highest similar- 64

ity obtained by each attribute of Cq in respect to Ct attributes, 65

where each attribute of Ct must be different for each attribute 66

of Cq. Fig. 9 presents an example of attribute matching for Exact 67

and Plugin categories, where the gray cells represent the highest 68

similarity for each attribute of Cq in respect to Ct attributes. 69

Referring to Subsume attribute matching (Fig. 10), the number 70

of attributes of Cq is greater than the number of attributes of Ct ; 71

a Ct attribute can be used several times to calculate the similarity 72

between Cq attributes. Therefore, we calculated the transpose of 73

the similarity matrix, after that, we selected the highest similarity 74

obtained by each attribute of Ct in respect to Cq attributes. Also, 75

we defined a penalization α = da/Cq(atts), where da is the 76

number of discarded attributes of Cq for computing similarities 77

and Cq(atts) the attributes of Cq. Fig. 10 presents an example 78
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Fig. 10. Attribute matching: Subsume. Rows of the first matrix represent the dataset attributes of Cq , while the columns depict the dataset attributes of Ct . Second
matrix is the transpose of similarity matrix. Gray cells represent the highest similarity for each attribute of Cq respect to Ct attributes.

Table 2
Similarity functions used in features of attributes and target variable.
Variable Feature Similarity function

Attribute Correlation Arithmetic
Missing values Euclidean

Numeric attribute Candidate outliers Euclidean
Kurtosis Canberra
Skewness Canberra

Nominal attribute Normalized entropy Euclidean
Mutual information Arithmetic
Labels Canberra

Target variable Missing values Euclidean

Numeric target variable Candidate outliers Euclidean
Kurtosis Canberra
Skewness Canberra

Nominal target variable Normalized entropy Euclidean
Labels Canberra

of Subsume attribute matching, where Cq and Ct have 3 and 51

attributes, respectively, with a penalization α = 0.4.2

Finally, the highest similarities of numeric and nominal at-3

tributes are averaged.4

Similarity between target variables5

We calculate the similarity of the numeric (outliers, kurtosis,6

skewness) and nominal (entropy and labels) features of Cq and7

Ct through local functions. We used as local similarity functions8

the Euclidean, Canberra and Arithmetic distance. The process to9

calculate the similarity between target variables follows three10

steps: (i) if the feature is normalized, we use Euclidean distance,11

(ii) if the feature is non-normalized and it has high dispersion, the12

Canberra distance is used and (iii) otherwise, we use Arithmetic13

distance. Table 2 presents the similarity functions used in the14

features of attributes and target variable.15

In Section 4, we present the results of the filter approaches16

and similarity mechanisms.17

3.3. Case reuse18

We propose a procedure for the Case reuse. Given that Ct (data19

cleaning algorithms) is a solution for Cq, the system adjusts the20

Ct case as a solution for Cq. If the problem space of case Cq is21

equal to the problem space of Ct (which is supposed to have been22

successful), then the old data cleaning solution is copied [45].23

If the problem space of Cq is different to Ct , the data cleaning24

solution is adapted and recorded before reusing it, in order to25

ensure the best solution for the new data quality issues. We26

proposed a Data Cleaning Ontology [31] as a recommendation27

mechanism of similar data cleaning algorithms to the algorithms28

proposed in the case solution of Ct . Fig. 11 depicts the taxon- 29

omy of dimensionality reduction algorithms of the Data Cleaning 30

Ontology. 31

Fig. 11 depicts only the taxonomy of dimensionality reduction 32

algorithms of the Data Cleaning Ontology. In [31], we described 33

the complete data cleaning ontology. The ontology individuals 34

(blue circles in Fig. 11): Information Gain, Gain Ratio, Pearson 35

Correlation, Symmetrical Uncertainty or Chi-Squared correspond 36

to dimensionality reduction algorithms based on filter approach. 37

For instance, assuming that the solution of the adapted case Ct 38

was Information Gain (filter algorithm), the Data Cleaning Ontol- 39

ogy presents to the user, similar filter algorithms as Gain Ratio, 40

Pearson Correlation, Symmetrical Uncertainty or Chi-Squared. 41

3.4. Case retain 42

The Case retain step stores the Cq case (dataset meta-features 43

and data cleaning solution) into the temporary case-base for 44

future reuse. The solution of the adapted case must be tested 45

before saving it in the case-base. We reviewed approaches for the 46

evaluation of adapted cases [45]: 47

1. Human experts who review the validity of data cleaning 48

methods applied. The disadvantages of this approach are, 49

time availability and vulnerability to make mistakes. These 50

problems can be improved if experts are replaced by a 51

formal process based on documentation (research books 52

and papers, technical reports, etc.). 53

2. Evaluation of the adapted case solution in the real world. 54

Results of the application of data cleaning algorithms in 55

classification and regression tasks can provide us with 56

feedback from reality. 57

Although the evaluation of adapted cases by human experts is 58

a complex process since the verification of each new case takes a 59

long time (we must prevent bad solutions from being retained), 60

we consider human experts as the best evaluation approach in the 61

real world because the second approach evaluates the adapted 62

case after being applied in the real world. Therefore, we pro- 63

pose to verify the quality of the Cq case through human experts 64

supported in three data quality dimensions: 65

1. Completeness verifies that the case has all required parts 66

(data quality issues and data cleaning solutions) [48]. 67

2. Validity is the degree to which the case conforms to a 68

set of rules, represented within a defined data domain 69

(e.g., if a dataset does not contain missing values, then the 70

imputation algorithms are not used) [49]. 71

3. Accuracy refers to when the data cleaning algorithms of the 72

case solution were applied to dataset and the model gener- 73

ated by the cleaned dataset obtains good results [50]. The 74
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Fig. 11. Representation of dimensionality reduction algorithms in data cleaning ontology. Blue circles represent class individuals while gray squares depict classes.
Solid line indicates a hierarchical relation.

Table 3
Judges experience in data mining projects.
Judge Id Data mining experience Years of experience

1 Master and PhD thesis 5 years
2 Teacher 3 years
3 PhD thesis 3 years
4 PhD thesis 2.5 years
5 Master thesis 2 years
6 Master thesis 2 years

measurement of Accuracy depends highly on experts. They1

must verify the models performance based on statistical2

measures, their knowledge, and the domain [45].3

4. Experimental results4

CBR is essentially centered on cases retrieval mechanism. The5

case retrieval is considered a key phase in CBR since it establishes6

the foundation for the general performance of CBR systems [51].7

The aim of retrieval mechanisms is to retrieve the most similar8

case that can be successfully used to solve a new problem. If the9

retrieval mechanism fails, the CBR system will not produce good10

solutions for the new problem. Thus, we focus on the evaluation11

of the case retrieval mechanism proposed in Section 3.2. We used12

a collaborative evaluation methodology [52] which is composed13

of two steps: judges evaluation, and review of judges evaluation.14

In the first step, a panel of judges assesses the retrieval mech-15

anism. Table 3 presents the panel of judges and their experience16

in data mining projects.17

The panel of judges scores the similarity between a query18

case against all cases of the case-base. The judges compared the19

meta-features values (dataset and depend variable) of each query20

case versus the cases contained in the case-base. Subsequently,21

they defined a similarity score given by value between 0%–100%.22

This process is addressed through evaluation forms designed in23

Microsoft Excel as shown Fig. 12.24

For each query case, an evaluation form is designed. We de-25

fined three kinds of queries for each knowledge discovery task26

(classification and regression):27

1. Query 1: corresponds to a copy of a case contained in the 28

case-base. This query verifies the minimum quality of the 29

retrieval mechanism. The retrieval mechanism and panel 30

of judges should obtain 100% of similarity for Query 1 in 31

respect to an identical case contained in the case-base. 32

2. Query 2: a modified case of a case contained in the case- 33

base. The retrieval mechanism and panel of judges should 34

obtain a high similarity between Query 2 and the non- 35

modified case of the case-base. 36

3. Query 3: a new case that is not contained in the case- 37

base. The aim of this query is to simulate the retrieval 38

mechanism behavior in the real world. 39

The results considered relevant by the panel of judges will be 40

the ones that represent the ideal responses for each query case. 41

In the second step, we compared every judges evaluation 42

stated in the previous stage (through standard deviation — SD 43

of the similarity scores delivered by panel of judges). If a judge 44

evaluations are more spread out than other judges evaluations, 45

we discarded the dispersed evaluations. In our experiment, judge 46

4 evaluations were discarded due they differ 40% of similarity 47

scores SD of judges panel. Subsequently, the selected evaluations 48

were averaged and we generated a ranking of cases. 49

Finally, the ranking of cases proposed by the panel of judges is 50

compared to the ranking of cases obtained by our case retrieval 51

mechanism. To evaluate the quality of the ranking generated 52

by our retrieval mechanism, we used two measures of retrieval 53

information [53,54]: 54

• Precision@K: proportion of retrieved cases relevant in the 55

judges ranking of K positions. Precision@K is presented 56

in Eq. (7). 57

P@K =
Relcases

K
(7) 58

where Relcases is the number of relevant cases and K the 59

ranking size. 60

• P-Precision@K: proportion of relevant retrieved cases in the 61

same positions of the judges ranking Top-K . This measure is 62

defined in Eq. (8). 63

P − Precision@K =
P − Relcases

K
(8) 64
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Fig. 12. Evaluation form (Excel file) to score the similarity between a query case against all cases of the case-base. Columns A, B show the meta-features of query
case and columns C, D represent the meta-features of case contained in case-base. Blue cells indicate dataset meta-features and green cells depict the meta-features
of dependent variable. The similarity score is filled in cell D20. Excel sheets contain the meta-features of each case contained in case-base and query case.

where P − Relcases is the number of relevant cases located in1

the same positions of the judges ranking and K the ranking2

size.3

4.1. Classification4

For the case-base of classification tasks, we used the following5

query cases:6

• Query 1 — Autism spectrum disorder in children is a copy of7

a case contained in the case-base and it describes children8

screening data for autism spectrum disorder [55].9

• Query 2 — Portuguese bank telemarketing (modified) is a mod-10

ified case of the case-base. We deleted three attributes and11

39,000 instances. This query is related to direct marketing12

campaigns (phone calls) of a Portuguese banking institu-13

tion [56].14

• Query 3 — Income prediction corresponds to a new case. This15

query represents the income of a person in the United States16

that exceeds 50,000 USD per year based on census data [57].17

For each query case, we applied filter approaches (Clustering18

and Quartile) to obtain the most similar cases. Fig. 13a presents19

the number of retrieved cases by filter approach. Clustering filter20

retrieves 5 cases for all queries, while the quartile approach21

retreives 33 cases for Query 1 (Q1), 30 for Query 2 (Q2) and 2922

for Query 3 (Q3). In other words, clustering is a rigorous filter23

because it retrieves 13.88% of the cases while quartile retrieves24

more than 80% of the cases which can be irrelevant cases.25

To verify the precision of the retrieved cases by filter ap-26

proaches, in Fig. 13b we present the Precision@K with P@3,27

P@7, and P@10. Respecting P@3, filter approaches retrieve 100%28

of relevant cases for all queries. The quartile filter reaches the29

highest precisions for P@7 in Q1 (100%) and Q2 (85.7%), and30

the clustering filter by Q3 (85.7%). The quartile filter obtains31

the highest precision in P@10 for Q1 (90%) and Q2 (90%) and32

Q3 (80%). The highest precisions were obtained by the quartile33

filter because this approach retrieves a larger number of cases34

compared to the clustering filter.35

Table 4
Top5 — P-Precision@K (%) for filter approaches and similarity mechanisms in
classification tasks.
Query Approach P-P@1 P-P@2 P-P@3 P-P@4 P-P@5

Q1

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 100 100 100 80
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 100 100 100 80
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 100 100 100 80
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 100 100 100 80

Q2

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 100 66.70 50 40
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 50 40
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 100 66.70 50 40
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 50 40

Q3

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 50 33.33 25 20
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 50 66.70 50 60
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 50 33.33 25 40
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 50 66.70 50 40

To evaluate the ranking quality of the filter approaches and 36

similarity mechanisms, in Table 4, we show P-P@1, P-P@2, P-P@3, 37

P-P@4, and P-P@5 for Q1, Q2, and Q3. 38

Filters and similarity mechanisms reach 100% of precision in 39

P-P@1 for all queries, P-P@2 for Q1, Q2, P-P@3 and P-P@4 for Q1. 40

These results mean that our approaches retrieve correctly the first 41

two positions of the judges ranking for queries Q1, Q2, Q3, and 42

the top three and four positions for Q1. In regard to P-P@5, the 43

highest precisions are achieved in Q1 by all approaches (80%), and 44

Q3 by the quartile approach using a Sim(att) mechanism (60%). 45

In general, we consider the clustering filter suitable for clas- 46

sification tasks, since this filter retrieves 5 cases from which 3 47

cases are relevant in top-3, in contrast to the quartile approach, 48

which retrieves a large number of irrelevant cases. In respect to 49

similarity mechanisms, they achieve the same precision for Q1 50

and Q2. However, in Q3 Sim(att) obtains highest precisions in P- 51

P@3, P-P@4 and P-P@5, which means that Sim(att) is closer to the 52

judge ranking than Sim(ds). 53

4.2. Regression 54

For the case-base of regression tasks, we used the following 55

query cases: 56
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Fig. 13. Retrieved cases and P@Precision for filter approaches in classification tasks.

Table 5
Top5 — P-Precision@K (%) for filter approaches and similarity mechanisms in
regression tasks.
Query Approach P-P@1 P-P@2 P-P@3 P-P@4 P-P@5

Q1

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 100 100 100 80
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 100 100 100 80
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 100 100 100 80
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 100 100 100 80

Q2

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 100 66.70 50 40
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 75 60
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 100 66.70 50 40
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 75 60

Q3

Quartile - Sim(ds) 100 50 66.70 50 40
Quartile - Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 50 60
Cluster- Sim(ds) 100 50 66.70 50 40
Cluster- Sim(att) 100 100 66.70 50 40

• Query 1 – Air pollution – benzene estimation is a case-base1

case. It contains information of a gas multi-sensor device2

deployed on the field in an Italian city [58].3

• Query 2 — Rental bikes hourly is a modified case of the case-4

base. We deleted one attribute and 8500 instances. This5

query contains the hourly count of rental bikes during years6

2011 and 2012 at Capital bikeshare system [59].7

• Query 3 — Coffee rust is a new case that is not included in8

the case-base. This query addresses coffee rust detection in9

Colombian crops [60].10

Fig. 14a presents the number of retrieved cases by filter ap-11

proaches in the case-base of regression tasks. Similar to classi-12

fication tasks filters, the clustering approach retrieves a suitable13

number of cases compared to the quartile approach. The cluster-14

ing filter retrieves 10 cases for Q1, Q2, and 4 cases for Q3, while15

the quartile filter retrieves 19 cases for Q1, 16 for Q2 and all cases16

(20) of the case-base for Q3.17

With this in mind, we present in Fig. 13b the precision (P@3,18

P@7, and P@10) of cases retrieved by filter approaches. For Q1,19

the filter approaches retrieve 100% of relevant cases in P@3, P@7,20

and P@10. In Q2, the quartile filter achieves the highest precision21

for P@3 (100%), while in P@7 (85.70%) and P@10 (90%) the filter22

approaches reach the same precision. For Q3, the quartile filter23

retrieves 100% of relevant cases in P@3, P@7, and P@10 since this24

filter retrieves all cases of the case-base.25

Finally, to evaluate the ranking quality of the filter approaches26

and similarity mechanisms in regression tasks, in Table 5, we27

present P-Precision@K for top five positions.28

The cases retrieved by the filter approaches and similarity29

mechanisms of Q1 show 100% of precision in P-P@1, P-P@2, P-30

P@3, P-P@4, and 80% of precision for P-P@5. Likewise, in Q231

all filter approaches and similarity mechanisms for P-P@1, P- 32

P@2 achieve 100% of precision, while P-P@3 achieves 66.70% 33

of precision for all approaches. The highest precision in P-P@4 34

(75%), and P-P@5 (60%) are reached by filter approaches using 35

Sim(att). Regarding Q3, P-P@1 reaches 100% of relevant cases for 36

all approaches, while the filter methods using Sim(att) reach 100% 37

of precision in P-P@2. The highest precision in P-P@3 (66.70%) and 38

P-P@4 (50%) is achieved by all approaches, for P-P@5, the quartile 39

filter and Sim(att) reach the highest precision with 60%. 40

In summary, the clustering filter retrieves a suitable number of 41

cases for adaptation phase in CBR. Therefore, CBR final users have 42

a reduced number of similar cases compared to the quartile filter. 43

The clustering filter retrieves in average 6/36 cases for classifica- 44

tion tasks and 10/20 cases for regression tasks, while the quartile 45

filter considers most of cases, for example, in classification tasks 46

it retrieves 30/36, while in regression tasks 19/20 cases. 47

For similarity mechanisms, precisions are equal. However, 48

Sim(att) achieves best-ranking quality where the queries are new 49

cases (Query 3 for classification and regression tasks). 50

5. Conclusions and future works 51

Most commercial knowledge discovery tools do not offer any 52

system for the recommendation of data cleaning algorithms. This 53

fact draws the authors attention [26–29] where they mentioned 54

a list of relevant decisions that must be considered through a 55

knowledge discovery process: 56

• How to effectively perform data quality verification? 57

• How to efficiently perform the data preparation phase (i.e. 58

missing values, outliers, duplicate records)? 59

• Which data cleaning algorithm is most appropriate? 60

• How to deal with a potential class imbalance problem? 61

• How to improve the accuracy rate (i.e. error rate)? 62

To address the mentioned problems, we proposed a CBR 63

system for the recommendation of data cleaning algorithms in 64

classification and regression tasks. We considered dataset meta- 65

features and data quality issues (missing values, outliers, im- 66

balance classes, duplicate and contradictory instances, and high 67

dimensionality). 68

Our CBR was designed based on the phases of the traditional 69

CBR cycle (retrieval, reuse, revise, and retain), of which we fo- 70

cused on case retrieval mechanisms, since they require careful 71

attention given the fact that retrieved cases contain data clean- 72

ing algorithms to recommend to users [16,19,61]. The retrieval 73

mechanisms results (filter approaches and similarity methods) 74

reach an average precision on judges ranking of 94.5% in top 3 75

(P@3), for top 7 (P@7) 84.55%, while in top 10 (P@10) 78.35%. 76
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Fig. 14. Retrieved cases and P@Precision for filter approaches in regression tasks.

Concerning precision in respect to positions of judges ranking1

(P-Precision@K), our retrieval mechanisms for classification and2

regression tasks achieve 100% of precision for the first position of3

judges ranking and 75% for top 2 of judges ranking. The 25% of4

lost precision for Top 2 corresponds to irrelevant cases retrieved5

for the Queries 3 (new cases). These results are due to the fact6

that Queries 3 lack similar cases into the case-base (36 cases for7

classification case-base and 20 for regression).8

Case-base has a low number of cases due to limited data avail-9

ability, and dataset selection restrictions (each of the selected10

datasets must publish results of the classification or regression11

models used). These limitations occur at similar areas of study,12

for example, the CBR case-base for selection of classification and13

regression models contains 80 cases [22]. Other fields of study14

encounter similar limitations like [62], which presented a CBR15

for the diagnosis of gastrointestinal cancer with a case-base con-16

taining 53 cases. The CRB proposed in [63] for construction costs17

of multi-family housing complexes, has a case-base composed of18

99 cases. While the CBR for web service discovery and selection19

developed in [64] counts on a case-base of 62 cases.20

We propose as future works:21

• Increase the number of cases. This work is intricate; how-22

ever, as a first approximation, we suggest to include datasets23

with unpublished results (in this paper we only used dataset24

published in conferences and journals). In consequence, the25

solution spaces of new cases must guarantee high perfor-26

mance in the evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall,27

mean absolute errors, etc.).28

• Add other popular knowledge discovery tasks such as clus-29

tering and association rules to the CBR. This implies, to30

create new case-bases and define new meta-features for the31

new knowledge discovery tasks.32

• In the retain phase, before saving the case into the case-base,33

we propose to build a formal process for quality assessment34

of cases through methodologies as [65]. The main advantage35

of using this methodology is the flexibility for identifying36

poor quality cases through a set of phases.37

• Use a clustering approach based on incremental learning to38

avoid the update of cluster models at the filter phase [66].39

• Include planners in the retrieval phase in order to build par-40

tial solutions based on a set of dataset meta-features and the41

knowledge represented by the Data Cleaning Ontology [11].42
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